Monthly newsletter & updates

Check out what's happening with your local chapter of IFMA.

Visit our Website

Upcoming Luncheon

Developing Water Use Benchmarks

Colorado Springs Utilities has developed water use benchmarks for 20 different commercial sectors. This presentation is intended to show some of the results of this effort and spur discussion about how Colorado Springs Utilities can work with customers to help them understand how their use may compare to others and to help them prioritize water use efficiency in their business.

Register Here

Thank you to our August Sponsor

Weathercraft

Roofing - Waterproofing - Sheet Metal

Weathercraftroofing.com

Check out our Sponsor

The Pikes Peak Chapter of IFMA has chosen Angels of America's Fallen as it's chosen Nonprofit for the Golf Tournament.

Angels of America's Fallen is completely dedicated to honoring the legacy of our fallen military and first responders by helping their children grow and develop into strong and successful...
DATE: Friday, August 17, 2018
TIME: Registration 12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
PLACE: Cheyenne Shadows Golf Club at Fort Carson
7800 Titus Blvd.
Fort Carson CO 80913

Check out the flyer

adults. As a non-profit organization we directly fund the healthy and developmental activity of each child's choice, which involves a coach or instructor. This long-term engagement is crucial for creating true lasting positive impact, and helps them develop their own personal identity, increase self-confidence, and write their own story of success rather than growing up in the shadow of a hero.

Pikes Peak Chapter Vision: To be the Association of Choice for Facility Professionals

Pikes Peak Chapter Mission: To continually advance the Professional growth of our members, develop the profession, support local charities and recognize member achievement.

Win a scholarship to World Workplace 2018!

Oct. 3-5, in Charlotte, North Carolina

Build your career while strengthening your facility knowledge. Would you like to attend? Click the link below to submit and briefly explain a reason why yourself or someone you know should be nominated to attend this conference. Registration fees, travel and hotel accommodations are included in this package.

Apply Here

Be active in FM - Take the Advocacy Day Challenge

Dates: Sept. 12-13, 2018
Location: Renaissance Washington DC Downtown Hotel and Capitol Hill

Engaging in the legislative process can seem intimidating, but it doesn't have to be. This two-day annual event provides training on addressing elected officials and the opportunity to meet directly with congressional representatives to help ensure that policy decisions positively impact the facility management industry.

Learn more here

Pikes Peak IFMA | ppifma@gmail.com | http://ifma-pikespeak.org/
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